TONALIENS
Amelia Cuni - voice
Werner Durand - invented wind instruments
Robin Hayward - microtonal tuba, tuning vine
Hilary Jeffery - trombone
Ralf Meinz - live sound, electronics

Tonaliens is a new Berlin based group, investigating the inner dimensions and outer limits of Just
Intonation. Exploring harmonic space with voice, brass, invented instruments, sine waves and live
electronics, Tonaliens navigate intricate musical relationships using the Hayward Tuning Vine.
Drawing on her background in the Indian music tradition Dhrupad, Amelia Cuni makes a melodic journey
through the gradually shifting harmonic space. Her winding melodic lines are suggestive of a nonEuropean tradition and at the same time they manifest the relation with the Just Intonation system
through microtonality and further explore it.
Hilary Jeffery connects with the melodic glissando of the voice through playing a slowed down version of
the vocal lines on trombone. With the use of a wa wa mute and sometimes hinting at jazz improvisation,
his slower articulations echo the voice and provide timbral shading.
A further temporal layer is introduced by Robin Hayward, who along with playing the Tuning Vine
gradually explores the harmonic space down to the deepest limit of audibility using the microtonal tuba.
Through using half-valve combinations and the resulting shifts in timbre he also refers to the voice.
The position of Werner Durand in the ensemble sound is multifaceted. Sometimes enhancing the drone of
the sine waves and the tuba, at other times sharing melodic contours with the trombone or responding to
the melodic shapes of the voice. Additionally he adds a rhythmic dimension by articulating the interval
relationships of the over and undertone series.
A harmonic, melodic and rhythmic network of relationships between the musicians is thereby created and
explored over the course of the music. The ensemble is amplified and Ralf Meinz completes the picture
with his subtle use of live electronics and spatial sound projection.
www.berlintune.com
www.tuningvine.com

TONALIENS
biographies
AMELIA CUNI

Amelia Cuni occupies a unique position in between traditional Indian music and Western contemporary
performing arts. She studied Dhrupad, the most ancient genre of classical Indian singing, with renowned
masters such as R.Fahimuddin Dagar, Bidur Mallik and DC Vedi. Many renowned musicians have composed
and performed with her including Terry Riley, Maria de Alvear, Roland Pfrengle, Chico Mello and Sandeep
Bhagwati. Her interpretation of John Cage's "Solo 58" (18 microtonal ragas from the "Song Books") was
premiered at Maerz Musik (Berlin) in 2006, performed internationally and released on Other Minds. Other
notable collaborations include her work with minimalist- experimental wind player Werner Durand and
composer CC Hennix. She teaches Indian singing at the Vicenza Conservatory in Italy and in Berlin.
ameliacuni.de
WERNER DURAND

Werner Durand has been involved with Just Intonation since the mid -80s and has performed on
saxophone and with his own invented wind instruments. He has played with many groups including
Armchair Traveller, Arnold Dreyblatt's Orchestra of Excited Strings, Born of Six with CC Hennix and Amelia
Cuni, The Beatless Saxodrones with Ulrich Krieger, and has collaborated with many other artists and
musicians including David Behrmann, Ellen Fullmann and David Toop. He has curated programs in Berlin
including programs at the Ethnological Museum, USArts in 1993 - presenting works by The Harry Partch
Ensemble amongst others, and the Festival "Intonations" at Podewil featuring James Tenney, Tony Conrad
and Wolfgang von Schweinitz.
wernerdurand.com

ROBIN HAYWARD

The tuba player and composer Robin Hayward has introduced revolutionary playing techniques to brass
playing, initially through the introduction of the ‘noise-valve’, and later through the development of the
first fully microtonal tuba in 2009. In 2012 he invented the Hayward Tuning Vine, initially as a visualisation
of the harmonic space implicit within the microtonal tuba. His approach to the tuba has been documented
in the solo CDs Valve Division, States of Rushing and Nouveau Saxhorn Nouveau Basse, and collaborations
include such musicians as Roberto Fabbriciani and Charles Curtis, along with composers such as Christian
Wolff, Alvin Lucier and Eliane Radigue. In 2005 he founded the ensemble Zinc & Copper Works to explore
brass chamber music from an experimental music perspective.
robinhayward.de
HILARY JEFFERY

Hilary Jeffery describes himself as a "desert trombonist" after his journey to the Sahara in 1990,
accompanied by a trombone. The sense of silent space experienced during this journey is a central and
sustaining influence for his music. As a musician he aims to share this experience, creating inner-space for
fellow musicians and listener's to explore. Hilary’s trombone playing encompasses improvised and notated
music. In 2013 he began a study of Dhrupad with Amelia Cuni, with the aim of applying the microtonal
melodic techniques of this Indian classical music tradition to the trombone. As a trombonist he has a
direct and intuitive knowledge of playing in just intonation, based on the physical properties of his
instrument. In recent years he has started to explore this area further through his work with zeitkratzer,
CC Hennix, Zinc and Copper Works and now Tonaliens.
hiljef.com

RALF MEINZ

Audio engineer, composer and musician Ralf Meinz has a long term experience of music and sound design
in a colourful career spanning over twenty years. He started out as a drummer and played with Faust, had
a succesful recording studio and also ran two record labels, which championed projects from former Zappa
band members Ike Willis, The Fowler Brothers, Arthur Barrow, Chad Wackerman and Robert Martin. For
eight years Ralf worked with Reinhold Friedl and his group zeitkratzer. This collaboration included highly
acclaimed concert and recording productions with artists such as Lou Reed, Lee Ranaldo, Carsten Nicolai,
Terre Thaemlitz and Keiji Haino. In recent years Ralf has made audio designs and compositions for many
art installations and theatre productions, including work with Berkan Karpat in Istanbul's Hagia Sophia
museum and with Kasia Krakowiak and Michal Libera for the Polish pavilion in the 13th Venice Biennale Di
Architettura. Ralf makes ongoing productions with his composition project Chamber of Art. Other recent
productions include CC Hennix and the Chora(s)san Time-Court Mirage (Important Records / Sonic Acts
2012) and Lotte Anker’s “What River Is This” with Fred Frith, Chris Cutler, Phil Minton and Garth Knox.
ralfmeinz.de
FOR MORE INFO + BOOKING CONTACT:
Hilary Jeffery
hil@hiljef.com

tonaliens in their space-ship...

